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Abstract 
 
Shanghai possesses an apt legacy, once referred to as ‘Paris of the East’. Municipal 
aspirations for Shanghai to assume a position among the great fashion cities of the 
world have been integrated in the recent re-shaping of this modern city into a role 
model for Chinese creative enterprise yet China is still known primarily as centre of 
clothing production. 
 
Increasingly however, ‘Made in China’ is being replaced by ‘Created in China’ 
drawing attention to two distinct consumer markets for Chinese designers. Fashion 
designers who have entered the global fashion system for education or by showing 
their collections have generally adopted a design aesthetic that aligns with Western 
markets, allowing little competitive advantage. 
 
In contrast, Chinese designers who rest their attention on the domestic Chinese market 
find a disparate, highly competitive marketplace. The pillars of authenticity that for 
foreign fashion brands extend far into their cultural and creative histories, often for 
many decades in the case of Louis Vuitton, Hermes and Christian Dior do not yet 
exist in China in this era of rapid globalisation. Here, the cultural bedrock allows 
these same pillars to extend only thirty years or so into the past reaching the moments 
when Deng Xiaoping granted China’s creative entrepreneurs passage. 
 
To this end, interviews with fashion designers in Shanghai have been undertaken 
during the last twelve months for a PhD dissertation. Production of culture theory has 
been used to identify working methods, practices of production and the social and 
cultural milieu necessary for designers to achieve viability. 
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Preliminary findings indicate that some fashion designers have adopted an as-yet 
unexplored strategy of business and brand development with a distinct Chinese 
aesthetic at its core, in contrast to the clichéd cultural iconography often viewed by 
Western viewers as representative of Chinese creativity. The development of this 
aesthetic is similar to the development of the Scandinavian design ethos that emerged 
during the 1950s. 
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******* 
 
 
Shanghai possesses a particular culture that differentiates this city from other Chinese 
cities. ‘Hai Pai’ culture has formed a historically relevant means of differentiation 
from the Chinese capital city, Beijing, where the urban ethos is known as ‘Jing Pai’ 
culture. Shanghai was once known as the ‘Paris of the East’i and actively draws upon 
this cultural legacy in attempts to recapture past glories. ‘Haipai’ or the ‘Shanghai 
style’ expresses the commercial and cosmopolitan culture of modern China, and it 
was in this city that the term ‘modeng’, a transliteration of the word ‘modern’ first 
appeared, alluding to all that was new and fashionable.ii  
 
Since 1990, this city has been recast as a gleaming metropolis representing China’s 
new global imperative. Municipal aspirations for Shanghai to adopt a place among the 
great fashion cities of the world have been integrated in the recent re-shaping of this 
city into a role model for Chinese creative enterprise, iii visibly evident in numerous 
iterations of creative clusters. Yet in the context of fashion design, China is still 
known primarily as centre of clothing production where Shanghai’s role in the textile 
and clothing manufacturing industry has been substantial. However this is changing.  
 
While the city has become a gleaming metropolis trading on its exotic legacy, a one-
party government rules China, espousing a unique kind of socialism with Confucian 
characteristics.iv Chinese consumption patterns are under-pinned by an increasing 
confidence. Personal attention is given to fashion because of a renewed sense of pride 
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in China’s heritage and an increasingly solid socio-economic base. New values such 
as youth, and individualism combine with traditional cultural and ethical values 
forming an amalgam of post-modern Chinese aspirations unlike any elsewhere. 
Consumers rapidly switch between labels as they test new identities. International 
travel is increasing, particularly to Europe as people seek authentic experiences that in 
turn reshape consumptive behaviors when they return to China, however permission 
is still required for travel. A new sense of personal freedom encourages people to 
express their own tastes and attitude to life, something not yet easily acknowledged 
by the authorities because of its potential threat to the collective good. 
 
This paper explores new ideas about the roles of fashion designers in post-modern 
Shanghai, by discussing the most relevant literature and then by introducing three 
typologies that have been organised from research undertaken over the last five years 
in Shanghai. This new research shows that some fashion designers in Shanghai have 
found new ways to work within the framework of the homogenised Euro-centric 
system of fashion weeks, trade shows and media legitimisation. These new ways of 
creative practice continue to reference the constraints of the global fashion system, yet 
may also point to an alternate Chinese aesthetic significant with global ramifications. 
  
Fashion is an important medium for the construction of identity.v In Shanghai, fashion 
has been a visually dominant characteristic of the mythology of the modern urban 
cityscape since 1911 when the final Chinese dynasty, the Qing, ceased to exist. The 
qipao for example, an iconic garment emerged at this juncture and still remains a 
central image in the perception of Chinese dress. Shanghai has also been a centre of 
production for clothing after Deng Xiaoping granted Chinese entrepreneurs new 
permissions in 1978. Foreign fashion companies have been drawn to China’s capacity 
for economies of scale and competitive costs of garment production resulting in China 
becoming the manufacturer to the world vi. Increasingly though, the mantra of 'Made 
in China' is being replaced by 'Created in China’.vii Chinese creativity has a new 
impetus and the country's consumer market with an emphasis on domestic brands is 
now as important as its export markets. At a macroscopic level Chinese government 
policy is focused on strengthening the economic benefits of value adding for domestic 
brands.viii Thus, the homogenisation of the Western fashion system has created new 
opportunities for Chinese fashion designers. As Chinese consumers have become 
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saturated with choice for global fashion products, a growing sense of national pride 
and greater disposable income means sophisticated Chinese consumers are also 
increasingly interested in local products. 
 
For Chinese designers, a focus on the international market, and a journey through the 
European fashion system usually means returning to China to concentrate on the 
domestic market. Christine Tsui’s work in 2009 defined three generations of 
Mainland Chinese designers referring to them as ‘the pioneers’, ‘the practitioners’ and 
‘the prospects’ix. Collectively they represent changes to the Chinese fashion industry 
that have moved it quickly from a state-sponsored system to one that echoes 
international models. This change, ‘beyond the measure of ordinary times’x, has also 
paralleled the rise of the market economy in China, now a post-modern melting pot of 
diverse consumptive practice.  
 
In Tsui’s framework, the first designers, ‘the pioneers’ were part of the factory system 
and became active at the beginning of the market economy in 1978. Key to their 
experiences is the lack of domestic industry infrastructure prohibiting them from 
developing their own brands alongside a marginal consumer market for the type of 
fashion inspired by their experience. Tsui’s second group, ‘the practitioners’ began 
during this time of increasing social relaxation and have been described as a 
transitional generation who grew up in a modern era of reform.xi During this period 
the process of internationalisation was rapidly gaining momentum while 
entrepreneurship was encouraged. The clothing industry was among the first to 
privatise with small family enterprises known as ‘getihu’. However, designers still did 
not have a firm grasp on a particular consumer market and a fragmented industry 
structure meant that individual creative efforts met with little official support.  
 
Tsui’s final group of Chinese designers is described as ‘the prospects’, emerging from 
the generation embodied by the one child policy, having developed in an era of 
relative social stability where education is viewed as key to social standing.xii 
Positioned at the forefront of a society weary of moral doctrine and oriented to 
materialism, they have grown up walking under the billboards of luxury brands like 
Armani and Gucci wondering whether this type of global appeal is possible for 
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Chinese fashion designers.xiii Opportunities for validation have become plentiful in 
the multitudes of traditional and online fashion media. 
 
Within this rapidly changing urban environment the aspirations of the latest 
generation of fashion designers are now converging with new opportunities to 
contribute to the Chinese creative economy, however according to Wu, it is the 
development of a Chinese aesthetic that will provide a solid foundation for the 
development of globally relevant fashion brandsxiv. Therefore, analysing this volatile 
and fragmented culture is important to determine how designers are developing their 
brand aesthetic. In the global fashion system, successful brands create a story of 
heritage that conveys their brand ‘DNA’. Their message is reinforced through 
constant promotion. Consumers generally identify with particular brands, creating a 
personal sense of self because of the values they attribute to the clothes they wear. 
The Italian label ‘Prada’, for example, traces its lineage as a leather-goods 
manufacturer to World War One, a story that is re-cast in new clothing collections 
each season. In this way designers or brands are authenticated as the fashion system 
reinforces their message. Validation means eventually attaining cultural acceptance, 
which in turn means that consumers are less likely to question their purchase, ideally 
returning each season as they increasingly identify with the brand. How will Chinese 
fashion designers do this? 
 
Building on the work of Wu and Tsui, my interviews with fashion designers in 
Shanghai serve to form a perspective that draws attention to three typologies of 
fashion designers in Shanghai. I have utilised a Chinese concept for the first typology, 
and called it ‘Shanzhai’, which represents simplistic cycles of production and 
consumption. ‘Shanzhai’ means that an idea is derivative of others, may infringe 
copyright and that it is perhaps a localised knock-off, however much of the meaning 
of this word also relates to the ability of designers to adapt to the local market. By 
adding details that are not intrinsically part of the ‘DNA’ of the original symbol, new 
variations distort the symbolic content. Designers in this group have aligned with the 
fluidity of incremental changes to popular culture and work in the domestic market, 
assimilating, re-organising and reassembling diverse fashion symbols for local 
consumption. Garments are produced quickly with more focus on volume than quality 
and it is their intrinsic symbolic values that are important for consumers. Trends set 
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by large European or American labels provide these designers with immediate source 
material. Some designers rely on a proximity to local garment factories and are able to 
quickly translate new ideas for local consumption. They are dependent on small 
production capacities and reliant upon a never-ending supply of new concepts while 
their work is located in the daily context and is opportunistic. They nurture useful 
relationships and are constantly looking forward to increased retail presence with a 
view to increased profit rather than brand development. Yet in this capacity they are 
emergent fashion designers, contemplating the process of legitimacy in their quest to 
move through the fashion system. 
 
Designers who have become attached to a particular point along the global fashion 
and cultural timeline form a second typology. The ‘Classicists’ are more advanced 
than the previous group, creating regular clothing collections for sale to local 
boutiques and attempt to utilise local media to promote their business. They propagate 
their fashion practice by brand building while searching for validation in an emergent 
Chinese fashion system. However their attitude toward trade shows such as ‘Fashion 
Week’ in Shanghai and Beijing is lacklustre. Designers spoke of the need to qualify, 
to raise money for fees and of needing to know the right people to receive a place on 
the government list for consideration. Many spoke of travelling to Europe for 
inspiration. The French fashion system is still a focal point. Some designers in this 
typology have studied overseas and spoke of how this legitimised their efforts in 
Shanghai, sometimes becoming a criterion for success. Many are sole traders or have 
a business partner, but must multi-task, developing skills that are spread from 
production to retail. From a cultural point of view, their aesthetic resonates with 
global aspirations. One designer referenced ‘Paris in the 20s’ and linked this aesthetic 
to Shanghai’s exotic legacy. Another spoke of her Italian experience. It appears there 
is a conflict between their Chinese identity and the ever-present symbolism of fashion 
advertising that pervades Shanghai, as they utilise their energies to re-imagine 
Western styles.  
 
The third typology is the ‘New Internationalists’. These designers appear to be 
cautious of the signs of obvious capitalism apparent in their society and have adopted 
a path of ethical and creative development that aligns with embedded social morals of 
Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism. Mainly these designers were not interested in 
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normal media channels, preferring to develop their businesses by word of mouth. 
There was a mistrust or weariness of Chinese media who continue to propagate the 
stories and advertising campaigns of Western luxury brands. A Pan-Asian aesthetic 
resonated and there was a sense of closeness to the natural cycle of the world. Simple 
construction and natural fibres are often present in their collections. The divorce of 
man from his environment and an awareness of its ongoing degradation were implicit 
in these conversations. Of the typologies, these designers were able to articulate a 
path forward that aligned with a greater cultural time line, pre-dating post-modern 
Shanghai. They questioned materialism, showing that their individual creative 
development was directly related to a critical reflection of cultural norms and a stance 
away from the contemporary Chinese cultural behaviour of increased consumption. 
Importantly these ideals parallel advanced European thinking about more efficient 
resource use. Consistent with Yuanyuan Wu’s view, the tension between becoming 
citizens of the world yet remaining Chinese means their inward focus will shape their 
aesthetic values.xv 
 
The Scandinavian design ethos that emerged during the 1950s evokes closeness to the 
land and a respect for the natural environment that in many ways parallels this last 
group of designers. The simplicity of form and the quest for functional construction 
represented by Swedish, Danish and Norwegian fashion design resonates also in the 
conceptualisations of Chinese designers in this last typology. Importantly, the 
inclusion of ethnic Chinese elements into their commercial collections echoes Lise 
Skov’s discussion of the softening of perceived boundaries between fashion and folk 
dress descriptions of Nordic fashionxvi. Skov describes the significance of revitalising 
phenomena of the past and their importance to the conditions of the present. For 
Chinese designers the constituents of their cultural heritage remains a central problem 
because many Chinese cultural icons have been long appropriated by Western 
designers, however many of the designers included in this last typology spoke of their 
desire to remain connected to the vast cultural and ethnic minorities that collectively 
comprise a Chinese consciousness.  
 
An important similarity is the presence of industrial capacity. Scandinavian designers 
have been able to capitalise upon an industrial infrastructure that is supported by 
government with a view to increasing the success of design led products. The strength 
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of the Swedish denim industry for instance is attributed to key values such as 
‘authenticity, ethics and democratic fashion’xvii, which may seem to have little to do 
with fashion designers in Shanghai until the chasm between the export-focused 
Chinese textile and manufacturing industry and the needs of independent designers is 
highlighted. My research shows that independent Chinese designers in Shanghai have 
difficulty in accessing manufacturing and textile resources that are available for 
foreign companies because of the Chinese government’s preferential policies for 
exporters.  
 
Inevitably, most Chinese designers of this new era in Shanghai face the same 
fundamental problems of self- promotion, funding and ongoing viability that have 
plagued emergent creative industries practitioners evidenced by those examined in the 
United Kingdom.xviii Often designers have limited personal financial capital, and a 
multi-faceted globally oriented media situated amid an increasingly important social 
hierarchy means a careful focus must be applied to constructing a brand strategy, 
especially as global consumers demand more environmental information about the 
garments they purchase.xix  Designers who attempt to build individual brands based 
upon personal aesthetics must do so in a market generally characterised 
internationally as the home of fast fashion, rife with copying and large volume 
manufacturing. xx While international attention on China might infer that opportunity 
abounds, the fast pace of urban renewal in Chinese cities offers dubious commercial 
stability. Designers speak of the rapid re-construction of city precincts as city councils 
vie with each for prestige while aligning themselves with government policies that are 
often interpreted for commercial benefit. 
  
Li Hongyan, (Helen Lee) illustrates a scenario frequent among fashion entrepreneurs. 
Helen has successfully mined the historical legacy of Shanghai as a place of 
innovation and cultural fusion by calling her clothing label ‘Insh’ for ‘In Shanghai’. 
Her first retail store, once situated at 200 Taikang Road outside Tianzifang, the 
official government creative cluster of this prominent area of the old French 
Concession, was appropriated by the city council supposedly to build a tourist center 
for Expo 2010. This failed to eventuate and was quickly on-sold eventually becoming 
a coffee shop and the goodwill and reputation Helen had built over many years was 
quickly devalued, illustrating the opaque and opportunistic attitude where prime real 
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estate is concerned.xxi Wang Wei, another highly lauded designer from the same 
generation worked in Shanghai for the popular ‘Layefe’ label under the guidance of 
Chen Yifei who was a catalyst in the formation of Shanghai’s early fashion system. 
Wang Wei travelled to London in 2006, after setting up his label ‘Wang Wei Gallery’ 
to show his collection. Yet, despite a string of awards and critical acclaim, success has 
been elusive and Mr. Wang is no longer in Europe. It was suggested by other 
interviewees that the market had moved on, further highlighting the difficulties of 
establishing a commercially viable business.  
 
Doubts about the robustness of the Chinese fashion system, the transparency of the 
business environment and importantly, of the aesthetic qualities necessary for success 
arise from these kinds of stories, drawing inevitable comparisons with Western 
fashion systems. The pillars of authenticity that for foreign brands extend far into 
their cultural and creative histories, often for tens of decades in the case of the luxury 
brands of Louis Vuitton, Burberry or Christian Dior, do not exist in China in this era 
of globalisation. Here the cultural bedrock allows these same pillars to extend only 
thirty years into the past to the moments when Deng Xiaoping granted China’s 
creative entrepreneurs passage. However globalisation creates opportunity, and 
authenticity can be manufactured.xxii Chinese fashion designers in their capacity as 
creative individuals can now reflect upon new cultural expectations as globalisation 
encourages diversity and stimulates renewed localism.  
 
Much has been written about opportunities to develop fashion brands in China, 
especially foreign luxury fashion and it appears that the appetite for imported fashion 
products is yet to be satiated.xxiii However as Chinese designers take firmer grasp of 
their domestic market, some may be able to impart a new global aesthetic, one that 
echoes the ideals of Scandinavian success while comprising elements of the ethical 
structure of Confucianism and the inner creativity of Taoism, thus enabling a move 
beyond irrational consumption into a new economy of style.  
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